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Programming Entity Framework: Code FirstO'Reilly, 2011

	Microsoft’s principal data access technology, ADO.NET Entity Framework, has had
	two major releases as part of the .NET Framework. NET 3.5 brought us the first version
	of Entity Framework, which is covered in the first edition of Programming Entity
	Framework. In 2010, Microsoft .NET 4 was released; it contained the next version of...
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Dictionary of Contact AllergensSpringer, 2007

	Here is a helpful guide, A-to-Z guide on the structures of chemicals implicated in contact dermatitis. It describes each molecule along with its principal name for classification. The dictionary also lists the most important synonyms, the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Registry Number that characterizes the substance and its chemical...
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Rightshore!: Successfully Industrialize SAP® Projects OffshoreSpringer, 2008
At a time when business demands urge companies to innovate and CIOs face increasing cost pressures, offshore delivery offers the opportunity to industrialize the implementation processes for system harmonization, consolidation, and enhancement, thereby realizing substantial cost savings and quality improvements. Rightshore® - a...
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Modeling of Complex Systems: Application to Aeronautical DynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	In the field of aeronautical dynamics, this book offers readers a design tool which enables them to solve the different problems that can occur during the planning stage of a private project. The authors present a system for the modeling, design and calculation of the flying qualities of airplanes and drones, with a complete mathematical...
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Natural Food Flavors and Colorants (Institute of Food Technologists Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	In this book the author utilizes his over fifty years of experience in food chemistry and technology in order to produce the most detailed and comprehensive guide on natural food flavors and colors.

	
		Unique coverage of natural flavors and natural colorants in the same volume
	
		Includes chemical structures of...
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Data Management and Reporting Made Easy with SAS Learning Edition 2.0SAS Institute, 2006
           Alex Dmitrienko Business Intelligence SAS Users Group
 This book provides a detailed, useful overview with several excellent examples to engage the reader and grasp more complex concepts. 

       Now it's easy to manage data and create reports without writing any SAS code using SAS...
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Pro SQL Server on Linux: Including Container-Based Deployment with Docker and KubernetesApress, 2018

	
		Get SQL Server up and running on the Linux operating system and containers. No database professional managing or developing SQL Server on Linux will want to be without this deep and authoritative guide by one of the most respected experts on SQL Server in the industry. Get an inside look at how SQL Server for Linux works through the...
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Algorithmic Learning Theory: 15th International Conference, ALT 2004, Padova, Italy, October 2-5, 2004. ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Algorithmic Learning Theory, ALT 2004, held in Padova, Italy in October 2004.
The 29 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited papers and 3 tutorial summaries were carefully reviewed and selected from 91 submissions. The papers are organized in...
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Wireless Information Networks (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Towards location aware mobile ad hoc sensors
A Systems Engineering Approach to Wireless Information Networks     

The Second Edition of this internationally respected textbook brings readers fully up to date with the myriad of developments in wireless communications. When first published in 1995, wireless communications was synonymous...
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AutoCAD 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Meet the newest version of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT!
    

    Get acquainted with DWG, set up drawings, add text, and work with lines    

    Welcome to the world of AutoCAD 2007! The program may be complex, but this friendly guide helps you navigate around all the complications and start creating...
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Bioinformatics TechnologiesSpringer, 2005
Solving modern biological problems requires advanced computational methods. Bioinformatics evolved from the active interaction of two fast-developing disciplines, biology and information technology. The central issue of this emerging field is the transformation of often distributed and unstructured biological data into meaningful information....
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Learn to Tango with DApress, 2008
In recent years, much work has been put into creating programming languages that embody a blend of many of the most admired characteristics of their predecessors. One such language is D, which provides developers with the speed of languages such as C and C++ combined with the power and flexibility of languages such as Ruby and Python....
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